CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
When:

7:00pm
Wednesday 1 December 2021

Where: Council Chamber, Civic Offices, 1 Saxon Gate
East, Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ and
https://www.youtube.com/user/MiltonKeynesCouncil
Public Speaking
Persons wishing to speak on an agenda item must give notice by not later
than 6.45 pm on the day of the meeting. Requests can be made by email to
meetings@milton-keynes.gov.uk
Membership
Councillor M Bradburn (Chair)
Councillors Baines, K Bradburn, Brown, Cryer-Whitehead, D Hopkins, V Hopkins,
Marlow, McQuillan, B Nolan, Raja and Rolfe.
Enquiries on this agenda
Please contact Alex Melia, Overview and Scrutiny Officer on 07385 469625 or
alex.melia@milton-keynes.gov.uk
This agenda is available at https://milton-keynes.cmis.uk.com/miltonkeynes/Committees.aspx
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Milton Keynes Council, Civic, 1 Saxon Gate East, Milton Keynes, MK9 3EJ Tel: 01908 691691

Public attendance / Participation
All our meetings are open to the public to attend. Public health measures remain in place at
Civic and the number of people who will be able to physically attend this meeting to observe
proceedings, continues to be limited – please let us know in advance if you plan to attend.
We use our best efforts to stream meetings on YouTube. From time to time there are technical
problems which could mean we are unable to stream the meeting. When this happens, our
meetings will continue, and we will do our best to upload a recording of the meeting after it
takes place. Meeting minutes form the formal record and are published after every meeting.
For those registering or entitled to speak, facilities will be in place to do so in person or via
video / audio conferencing, but this is not guaranteed. From time to time there are technical
problems which mean we are unable to enable remote participation. When this happens our
meetings will continue, although we will try to provide alternatives options, for example
through a telephone call as opposed to a video call.
If you wish to speak at a meeting, we recommend reading our guide to Public Participation at
Meetings first to understand the process and technology behind participation. This
information is available at: www.milton-keynes.cmis.uk.com/milton-keynes/.
Agenda
Agendas and reports for the majority of the Council’s public meetings can be accessed at:
www.milton-keynes.cmis.uk.com/milton-keynes/.
Webcasting and permission to be filmed
Please note that this meeting will be filmed for live broadcast on the internet and can be
viewed online at www.youtube.com/user/MiltonKeynesCouncil . Generally, the public gallery is
not filmed, but by entering the meeting room and using the public seating area you are
consenting to being filmed. All recording will be undertaken in accordance with the Council's
Standing Orders.
Recording of Meetings
The proceedings at this meeting (which will include those making representations by video or
audio conference) will be recorded and retained for a period of six months, for the purpose of
webcasting and preparing the minutes of the meeting.
In accordance with the Openness of Local Government Bodies Regulations 2014, you can film,
photograph, record or use social media at any Council meetings that are open to the public. If
you are reporting the proceedings, please respect other members of the public at the meeting
who do not want to be filmed. You should also not conduct the reporting so that it disrupts the
good order and conduct of the meeting. While you do not need permission, you can contact
the Council’s staff in advance of the meeting to discuss facilities for reporting the proceedings
and a contact is included on the front of the agenda, or you can liaise with staff at the meeting.
Guidance from the Department for Communities and Local Government can be viewed at:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/343182/140812_Op
enness_Guide.pdf
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AGENDA
1.

Welcome and Introductions
The Chair to welcome councillors, officers and the public to the meeting and
introduce councillors and officers who are present.

2.

Apologies
To receive any apologies.

3.

Disclosures of Interest
Councillors to declare any disclosable pecuniary interests, or personal
interests (including other pecuniary interests), they may have in the business
to be transacted, and officers to disclose any interests they may have in any
contract to be considered.

4.

Minutes
To approve, and the Chair to sign as a correct record, the Minutes of the
meeting of the Children & Young People Scrutiny Committee held on
9 September 2021 (Item 4) (Pages 4 to 11)

5.

Covid-19 and Children’s Services Update
The Committee to receive a verbal update on the current impact of Covid-19
on Children’s Services, along with updates on other issues within Children’s
Services as requested by the Committee. (Item 5) (Verbal Update)

6.

Educational Attainment Annual Update
The Committee to receive an update on educational attainment in schools
across Milton Keynes from the Strategic Leads for School Improvement.
(Item 6) (Pages 12 to 35).

7.

Primary School Place Planning
The Committee to receive a report and consider the challenges of planning
primary school places, and what measures can be taken to address the current
surplus of places. (Item 7) (Pages 36 to 41)

8.

2021/22 Work Programme
The Committee’s 2021/22 Work Programme is attached for information. If
there are any other items within the Committee’s remit which members
would like to see included in the Work Programme, please bring them to the
attention of the Committee’s Planning Group (Chair, Vice-Chairs & Scrutiny
Officer). (Item 8) (Pages 42 to 44)
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ITEM 4

Minutes of the meeting of the CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
held on THURSDAY 9 SEPTEMBER 2021 at 7.00 pm
Present:

Councillor M Bradburn (Chair)
Councillors Baines, Brown, D Hopkins, V Hopkins, McQuillan, B Nolan,
Raja and Rolfe.

Officers:

M Heath (Director of Children’s Services), M Denny (Group Head:
Education, Learning and Inclusion), A Griffiths (Group Head: Adult
Services), C Marriott (Head of Delivery: SEN and Disability)
R Mascarenhas (Youth Participation Worker) and A Melia (Overview
& Scrutiny Officer).

Apologies:

Councillors K Bradburn, Cryer-Whitehead and Marlow.

Also Present:

Councillor Z Nolan (Cabinet member for Children and Families),
M Bulmer (Milton Keynes Youth Cabinet), L Di Mauro (Milton Keynes
Youth Cabinet) and I Oduko (Parent Governor Representative).

CYP12

DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST
Councillor D Hopkins declared an interest as a member of the Chair of
Governors for a number of schools across Milton Keynes. Councillor
V Hopkins declared an interest in Item 7 as an employee of New
Chapter Primary School. Councillor Brown declared an interest in Item
7 as an employee of the Denbigh Alliance Multi-Academy Trust, and
Councillor Raja advised for transparency that she is a trust member of
5 Dimensions Trust, which oversees Shenley Brook End School.

CYP13

MINUTES
RESOLVED That the Minutes of the meeting of the Children & Young People
Scrutiny Committee held on 15 July 2021 be approved and signed by
the Chair as a correct record.

CYP14

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
None.

CYP15

COVID-19 AND YOS INSPECTION UPDATE
Witnesses: M Heath (Director of Children’s Services).
The Director of Children’s Services introduced the report and provided
a verbal update on the impact of Covid-19. The salient points included:

9 September 2021
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• The Director of Children’s Services expressed satisfaction that
the return to school had been largely positive, with a high
percentage of students in school.
• Some schools returned at different times due to Covid-19
testing regimes and regular discussions had been held with the
Regional Schools Commissioner, the Department for
Education, and Public Health colleagues to monitor attendance
statistics.
• Staff and communities involved in the Summer of Play were
thanked for their contribution, with over 30,000 individual
activity sessions having taken place.
• Children’s Services have endeavoured to respond to the
challenges posed by the Afghan Citizen Resettlement Scheme
in the best way possible, in conjunction with colleagues,
external partners and the Home Office.
• It was advised that the displacement of people from
Afghanistan had created a difficult situation, with examples
cited of children and young people arriving unaccompanied in
Milton Keynes, which had given Children’s Services additional
responsibility for welfare and accommodation.
Members of the Committee made comment and heard:
• Children’s Services were congratulated for the successful
Summer of Play and it was noted that Parish Councils
throughout Milton Keynes had also helped to provide funding
and activities for children and young people throughout the
summer.
• It was noted that the MK Parents and Carers Alliance had
contacted members of the Committee concerning children
that were excluded from the activities. Concerns were also
expressed that children from Bedford Borough had been
allocated places on the Summer of Play scheme whilst some in
Milton Keynes had not.
• In response, the Director of Children’s Services confirmed that
he had attended a meeting with the MK Parents and Carers
Alliance alongside the lead Cabinet Member. It was advised
that the full set of data arising from the Summer of Play was
not available in order to fully assess provision and resources,
and the Director of Children’s Services resolved to provide
further detail directly to councillors.
• In response to questions regarding the Afghan Citizen
Resettlement Scheme, it was noted that answers were difficult

9 September 2021
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to provide as a result of the fast-moving nature of the situation.
A significant number of those who had arrived in Milton Keynes
may relocate to areas where established links exist.
• As a result, long-term approaches have been weighed against
short-term benefit. It was suggested that allocating school
places in Milton Keynes may not have been beneficial and
therefore formal education had been taken directly to those
who require it.
• Discussions had been held with senior leadership teams in
schools across the Borough to help provide support for
children transitioning back to school following the disruption
caused by the pandemic.
• In response to a question regarding the promotion of vaccines
for over-16’s, it was advised that this issue was discussed at the
Health and Wellbeing Board meeting on 8th September 2021.
Following this discussion, the Director of Children’s Services
introduced the YOS Inspection report and highlighted the salient
points:
• The action plan attached to the report was a draft and partially
complete, because it had not been fully endorsed by all
members within the multi-agency partnership. A meeting had
been booked with relevant partners in order to seek
agreement.
• The Director of Children’s Services advised that he considered
the report to be positive in the context of Covid-19, with
particular reference to the endorsement of the early
intervention strategy adopted by Milton Keynes Council.
The Committee commented and heard as follows:
• Concerns were expressed that the system may be liable to
treat the protagonists as victims, rather than the victims of
crime.
• It was confirmed that the YOS continued to operate
throughout the pandemic, which created additional challenges
as the offices used by the service were not Covid secure. As a
result, it was necessary to source alternative facilities for
meetings with children and young people.
• It was suggested that the professionalism of the team was
more relevant than the location from which they operated. The
‘’good’’ rating arising from the inspection was acknowledged

9 September 2021
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but it was suggested that the service should not lack ambition
and therefore strive to achieve an ‘’outstanding’’ rating.
• In response, it was advised that the professionalism of the
team was good and contributed to the high-performing nature
of the service, which was verified within the inspection report.
• Members of the Committee commented that they had recently
recommenced meetings in their designated space – the Civic
Offices. However, there was some concern that young people
may be unable to access a suitable facility to address their
needs.
• Sections of the report which refer to ‘’child’’ or ‘’’children’’
were also highlighted as a concern. It was recommended that
in future reports, the term ‘’children and young people’’ was
used in order to incorporate all those within the 0-18 age
bracket.
RESOLVED –
1) That the Children and Young People Scrutiny Committee Planning
Group be requested to consider scheduling further updates on the
Afghan Citizens Resettlement Scheme, mental health in schools,
and the data arising from the Summer of Play for the next
Committee meeting.
2) That the Director of Children’s Services provide the Committee
with more information on facilities available for meetings with
children and young people.
3) That, in future reports, reference is made to ‘’children and young
people’’ in place of ‘’child’’ or ‘’children’’, to reflect the wide and
varied range of needs of those between the ages of 0-18.
4) That Milton Keynes Council be recommended to strengthen the
support available to victims of crime by young offenders.
CYP16

TRANSITIONS TO ADULTHOOD FOR DISABLED YOUNG PEOPLE
Witnesses: M Heath (Director of Children’s Services), C Marriott
(Head of Delivery: SEN and Disability) and A Griffiths (Group Head:
Adult Services).
The Head of Delivery: SEN and Disability, introduced the report and
drew attention to legislation from the Children and Families Act 2014
and the Care Act 2014, which frame the work undertaken by the team.
Further salient points included:
• It was reiterated that successful transitions had been
prioritised for several years, as this had been vital in

9 September 2021
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maximising the abilities of children and young people with
special educational needs.
• A relatively small number of children had reached Adult
Services and required extra support. The previous year was
unusually large, with 46 children and young people needing
further support, and nine of these had required a placement.
• The average cost of a placement to support a young person
was noted as approximately £2,000 per week.
• The transitions of children and young people to adulthood was
cited as the area of greatest demand, and therefore the area
which had demanded the greatest focus.
• The number of children with an EHC Plan increased from 2068
in 2019 to 2431 in 2021.
• It was advised that foundations have been put in place to
alleviate pressures in the future. At the time of writing, 40
young people were scheduled to transition to Adult Social Care
in 2022, with 36 scheduled for the same pathway in 2023.
• Within Adult Services, a high proportion of young people with
learning disabilities were reliant on Day Services, which closed
in March 2020 due to the impacts of Covid-19. Following
discussions with service providers regarding funding and
support, these services have subsequently reopened for use.
Members of the Committee commented as follows:
• Members of staff involved in supporting the transition of
children and young people to adulthood were commended on
the report and the plans in place to provide support.
• It was advised that further outcome data regarding young
people in Milton Keynes would be gathered to ensure that the
aspirations of residents had been fulfilled by the services.
• A Special Educational Needs and Disability inspection was
conducted within the previous three years and rated the
services available as good.
• Attention was drawn to the importance of an individualised
approach towards residents, and emphasis was placed on
mitigating anxiety around the transition to adulthood by
making this a gradual process.
RESOLVED –
That the Children and Families and Adult Services teams be thanked
for their work throughout the pandemic in ensuring that the needs
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of residents who had transitioned between the respective services
were prioritised.
CYP17

ENSURING ALL SCHOOLS ARE GOOD OR BETTER
Witnesses: M Heath (Director of Children’s Services), M Denny
(Group Head, Education, Learning and Inclusion).
The Group Head, Education, Learning and Inclusion, introduced the
item and advised that the ‘’good’’ rating referenced within the report
is an Ofsted judgement, with the ambition to achieve this for all
schools by 2024.
Further salient points were highlighted:
• Pre-schools, group-based setting and child-minding provision
were also assessed against the Ofsted criteria, with 99% of 255
settings classed as good or better.
• Members were advised that Milton Keynes Council has
endeavoured to identify high-quality practitioners that would
benefit from professional development opportunities,
alongside investment in the correct areas. It was emphasised
that regular meetings with Ofsted had taken place to support
this.
• 88% of schools had been rated as good or better, including
those awaiting inspection. With the schools awaiting
inspection removed from the data, the figure can be
considered as 91%.
• It was noted that this figure was favourable against the
national picture but needs to be raised in order to realise the
ambitions cited in the report.
• Attention was drawn to the evaluation system for maintained
schools within the report, with a particular focus on the
‘’Amber 2’’ and ‘’Red’’ statuses. Amber 2 denoted that a school
had complicated issues, with complex resolutions, whilst Red
status indicated that a school required improvement and an
accompanying action plan.
• It was confirmed that where it had been agreed that a
maintained school qualified for ‘’Amber 2’’ or ‘’Red’’ status, the
Group Head, Education, Learning and Inclusion had acted as
Chair of the school performance board.
• Under the previous Ofsted framework, schools rated as
‘’outstanding’’ were not assessed without data that suggested
a concern. As a result, some schools in Milton Keynes had not
been assessed for over a decade. It was confirmed that the new
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Ofsted framework had removed these restrictions and
inspections within these schools were expected.
• It was noted that Milton Keynes Council had no statutory
authority over school improvement within the academy sector.
• Invitations were sent to the fourteen Multi-Academy Trusts
and four Standalone Academies to attend meetings with the
intention of achieving greater levels of collaboration and
improvement.
Members of the Committee commented as follows:
• It was suggested that the Committee can aid the programme
by continuing to act as advocates within the community, which
could be achieved by meeting with governing boards facilitated
by MKC.
• In response to these suggestions, it was noted that regular
meetings with the Chairs of Governors had commenced
roughly four years ago and were considered a valuable source
of communication and engagement.
• Attention was drawn to the potential of engaged teachers with
opportunity for continuing personal and professional
development.
• In response to a question concerning safeguarding within
academies, it was noted that the Council was responsible for
reporting concerns and would seek to gather information on
this basis.
RESOLVED –
1) That training on the Ofsted framework be provided to the Boards
of Governors of schools in Milton Keynes.
2) That teachers be encouraged to attend sessions on Continuing
Professional Development (CPD) alongside increased efforts to
engage with students, parents, and the wider community.
3) That the Group Head, Education, Learning and Inclusion, be
requested to provide further updates on the progress of this
strategy at a Committee meeting in 2022.
CYP18

CORPORATE PARENTING PANEL ACTION PLAN
Witnesses: M Heath (Director of Children’s Services) and Councillor
M Bradburn (Chair, Corporate Parenting Panel).
Councillor M Bradburn introduced the item as Chair of the Corporate
Parenting Panel and advised of a necessary correction, as the panel
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meets three times a year, rather than every three months as stated in
the report.
The Director of Children’s Services advised that some elements of the
Action Plan have been rated as amber but suggested that at the
beginning of a more typical school year, these areas were prioritised.
Councillors who have not yet put themselves forward for the
Champions Model but are able to contribute were encouraged to do
so. Following this, attention was drawn to Care-Leavers Week,
scheduled to begin on Monday 25th October.
RESOLVED –
That the Corporate Parenting Panel Action Plan be received and
noted.
CYP19

DRAFT WORK PROGRAMME 2021/22
The Chair drew attention to the Committee Work Programme for
2021/22 and advised that if members of the Committee had any
suggestions for items for scrutiny which were within the
Committee’s remit during 2021/22, they be fed into the Committee’s
Planning Group.
RESOLVED –
1) That the draft 2021/22 Work Programme be received and noted.
2) That if members of the Committee have any suggestions for items
for scrutiny which are within the Committee’s remit during
2021/22, they be fed into the Committee’s Planning Group.
THE CHAIR CLOSED THE MEETING AT 20:53 PM

The recording of this meeting is available to view on the Council’s YouTube Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/MiltonKeynesCouncil

9 September 2021
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Alison Talbot & Linda Bartlett
Strategic Leads for Schools Improvement

CYP Scrutiny Committee
Educational attainment
annual update

ITEM 6
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This slide pack is provided as pre-reading for members.
At the scrutiny committee meeting, we do not plan to ‘talk to’ the slides. Rather we propose using our time
together to answer questions from the committee based on this pre-reading

4. Assessments and exams in 2022

3. The bigger picture re: achievement and progress

2. What we do know about MK schools

1. Why there is no attainment update for 2021

Slide pack contents
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Due to the national lockdown in spring 2021, the Department for Education (DfE)
and the Standards and Testing Agency (STA) made a decision that all assessments
and exams for 2021 would be cancelled.

The same thing happened in 2020, due to the national lockdown of summer 2020.

As a result, no data was collected and no results/ comparative performance tables
were published in 2020 or 2021.

This means that the last set of performance data available (at national, local
authority and school level) is that from 2019.

•

•

•

•

1. Why there is no attainment update for 2021
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They did this to identify strengths and next steps/gaps in learning for individuals,
groups and cohorts.

Across MK, as nationally, teacher assessments and teacher based judgements were
also used to:

•

•

- award qualifications (GCSE and A-levels)

of their education

- support transition where pupils were moving to the next stage

- share information in statutory annual reports to parents

In 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, schools continued to use assessment as part of their
‘day to day’ practice - whether pupils were being educated on site or remotely.

•
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There was no LA wide collection of teacher assessed data though - in 2020 or 2021.

This was because the DfE, STA and headteacher unions made it clear that this
information should not be provided to local authorities or anyone else. (ie/ Ofsted,
the Regional Schools Commissioner, the DfE)

National guidance made it clear that school level data for 2020 and 2021 should
not be used for the purposes of:

•

•

•

- performance management of staff

- discussions about the performance of schools/ colleges

- national or local accountability

In 2019-2020 and 2020-2021, schools continued to monitor and evaluate their own
‘internal data.’ All schools do this differently, according to the approaches chosen
by leaders.

•
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evaluation
external eye
critical friend
honesty
integrity

analysis
interpretation
quality
standards
pupils

CPD/ knowledge
recruitment
partnerships
capacity
communication

Support

targeted work
coordination
resource allocation
accountability
change management

Intervene

In a few cases, they intervene where performance is giving cause for concern.

•

Challenge

They mostly do this through effective monitoring, robust challenge and targeted support.

•

Monitor

Despite having no data since 2019, LA Improvement Partners have continued to evaluate
the overall effectiveness of schools and/or settings in line with the locally agreed School
Improvement Framework (SIF)

•

2. What we do know about MK schools
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• provide governors with an external view of the school

• ensure a collaborative, co-produced response where schools require additional
support to improve – to make sure that we are adding value

• give clarity to schools and the council – about the procedures and
interventions that will be taken if schools do not meet the standards expected
in the local authority summary evaluation

• deliver a robust evaluation tool - to identify strengths and weaknesses across
all aspects of school provision

• evaluate the health of the school system – as aligned to the council plan
priority to ensure that all schools in Milton Keynes are at least good by 2024

The MK School Improvement Framework (SIF) aims to:
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In 2020-2021, the SIF focussed predominantly on Covid-19 return and
recovery and safeguarding.

In 2021-2022, it focusses beyond a school’s response to the pandemic and
safeguarding, thus covering all aspects of school improvement.

The process starts with an Annual Evaluation risk assessment and the
collation of wider information about a school.

Improvement partners will visit all maintained schools by the end of spring
2022 to complete the Annual Evaluation.

Support is provided to schools, in inverse proportion to success, based on the
outcome of the Annual Evaluation.

•

•

•

•

•

The MK School Improvement Framework (SIF) timeline:
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Five evaluation levels

An Amber Level 2 school has
wider needs or risks over and
above one or two areas for
improvement which can been
supported by the improvement
partner alone.

What’s the difference
between an Amber Level 1
and Amber Level 2?
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15
36

8
2
4
5

Green

Amber 1

Amber 2

Red

Not fully evaluated due to Covid

Number of Maintained schools

Green +

Annual Evaluation Level

Annual Evaluation Outcomes 2020-2021 for our 70 maintained schools:
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the quality of the curriculum was narrowed.

• The previous inspection framework had to end because it put too much emphasis on
data. This led to schools teaching to tests and thus

• In 2019, the current Education Inspection Framework (EIF) was implemented. This
puts the quality of the curriculum at the heart of education.

• This is why National Curriculum levels were removed in 2014 and why more
emphasis has been put on teacher assessment since then.

• Before the pandemic, educationalists (including the DfE, Ofsted and LA) recognised
the limitations of fine levels of data scrutiny, analysis and interrogation.

3. The bigger picture re: attainment and progress
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“A well-constructed, welltaught curriculum will lead
to good results because
those results will reflect
what pupils have learned.
There need be no conflict
between teaching a broad,
rich curriculum and
achieving success in
examinations and tests.”
Ofsted 2019

“A parent should be able to look
at a league table and see that
some schools have great results
but a less favourable Ofsted
report, or less good results but an
outstanding grade from Ofsted
because the substance of what
they are doing and the integrity
with which they are doing it are
there.”
HMCI 2019

Why is it important to have the curriculum at the heart of education?
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Progress is now defined as “knowing and remembering more” of the planned
curriculum.

This means that the curriculum itself is the progression model.

So, progress and academic success is about ensuring that children and young
people learn the planned curriculum and keep on track with the ambition laid out
in it.

If pupils learn the curriculum, and remembering what they have learnt, then they
are making progress.

As a result, they will know more, understand more and be able to do more over
time as a result of the quality of education they receive.

•

•

•

•

•

The current definition of ‘progress’:
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When improvement partners work with MK schools, they consider all of these things
in reaching their evaluations about school effectiveness.

School effectiveness can no longer be judged by data alone.

•

•

How do Ofsted and the LA go beyond data to evaluate impact of the
curriculum:
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•

⁻ end of Key Stage 2 (KS2) assessments

⁻ the multiplication tables check in Year 4

⁻ end of Key Stage 1 (KS1) assessments

⁻ the phonics screening check for Year 1 and Year 2

⁻ the Early Years Foundation Stage Profile (EYFSP) assessment

⁻ the reception baseline assessment (RBA)

o This will include:

Primary school tests and assessments will all return in 2022 following their usual
timetables.

Primary schools (including infant and junior schools):

4. Assessments and exams in 2022
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• In 2022, the DfE will publish national, regional, and local authority level
performance data for KS2. They will also publish this information by pupil
characteristic and school type.

• There is a plan to resume KS2 performance table in 2023, but until this time
information on Compare school and college performance (about individual
schools) will still be for 2019.

• However, Key Stage 2 outcomes will not be published publicly in Key Stage 2
performance tables.

• These measures will be shared securely with individual schools, academy
trusts, LAs and Ofsted, for school improvement purposes.

• The usual suite of accountability measures will be produced at primary school
level.

Primary school accountability and publication of results in 2022:
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Monitoring visitors, on behalf of the LA, will make unannounced visits to schools
administering the tests.

•

The LA has a statutory responsibility to moderate 25% of schools with KS1 and
KS2 pupils every 4 years.

Moderation is about ensuring that teacher assessment judgments made in
schools are in line with judgements of other schools nationally.

•

•

Moderation

The LA has a statutory duty to make monitoring visits to a sample of 10% of
schools for Year 1 phonics and Key Stage 2 Statutory assessments.

•

Monitoring

The role of the LA in relation to primary school assessments in 2022:
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These adaptations recognise the disruption caused to this year group’s education as a
result of the pandemic, while balancing the need to return
to exams.

Confirmed changes include:
• A choice of topics in some GCSE exams like English literature and history;
• Advance information on the focus of exams to focus students’ revision in subjects,
where there is not a choice of topics;
• Support materials like formulae sheets in maths.

Adaptations to examinations in summer 2022
GCSE, AS and A level exams in England next summer will be adapted to maximise
fairness and help students reach their potential.

Secondary schools (including colleges):
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Ofqual’s approach in 2022 follows two years which saw an overall higher
proportion of students receiving top grades compared to pre-pandemic years.

2022 will be a transition year to reflect the period of recovery from the
pandemic, with grade boundaries set by exam boards reflecting a midway point
between 2021 and 2019 – so that more students receive higher grades in 2022
than before the pandemic.

This approach will provide a safety net for this year’s students as well as a step
back to normality, with results expected to return to the usual grade profile by
2023.

•

•

•

Grading of the 2022 qualifications

Secondary schools (including colleges):
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Schools, colleges and students should assume GCSE, AS or A level exams will go
ahead, with the adaptions that have already been confirmed.

Students should complete any non-exam assessments in the usual way throughout
the year.

However, schools and colleges should systematically collect evidence should a
Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG) be needed in the future. The TAG process appears
similar to last year.

It is suggested (not mandated) that schools and colleges do 3 assessments over this
year: once later this term; one in the spring term; and one early in the summer
term.

•

•

•

•

DfE and Ofqual guidance on contingency arrangements for exams in 2022

Secondary schools (including colleges):
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Assessments should, as much as possible, fit in with schools and colleges planned
assessment points. Not all subjects need to be assessed at the same time.

Where possible, these assessments should be done under exam conditions with
further guidelines provided for these assessments (timing, supervision, using
exam-style papers and mark schemes, access arrangements for students with
SEND).

•

•

Secondary schools (including colleges):
DfE and Ofqual guidance on contingency arrangements for exams in
2022
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Schools and colleges must not produce a TAG. Individual assessments can be marked
and graded for formative purposes, but must make it clear that the grade is not a
TAG.

Schools and colleges must retain the evidence. Photocopies of the scripts may be
given to students, if helpful.

Further guidance will be issued on how Schools and colleges should reach a holistic
TAG, if and when any decision to cancel exams is made.

At this stage, there is no further requirement other than collecting evidence.

•

•

•

•

Secondary schools (including colleges):
DfE and Ofqual guidance on contingency arrangements for exams in 2022
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• The usual suite of accountability measures will be produced at secondary school level
as far as is possible.
• These measures will be published on school and college performance tables in the
usual way.
• There will be some changes in how these measures are calculated due to the absence
of baseline data in 2019-21 (e.g. 16-18 value added measure)
• The DfE will ensure that clear messages are placed on the performance tables to
advise caution when drawing conclusions from the 2021 - 22 data. This is due to the
uneven impact of the pandemic across UK schools.
• In 2022, the DfE will publish national, regional, and local authority level performance
data for KS4 and 16-18. They will also publish this information by pupil characteristic
and school/college type.

Secondary school accountability and publication of results in 2022:
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Alison Talbot & Linda Bartlett
Strategic Leads for Schools
Improvement
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Purpose
To consider the challenges of planning primary school places, and what measures can be taken
to address the current surplus of places.
Background
Local authorities have a statutory duty to ensure there are sufficient school places in their
local area to enable all children to access a school place. The number of places offered and
priority criteria of how these are allocated is determined by the admission authority for each
school. Milton Keynes Council is responsible for admission arrangements for community and
voluntary controlled schools which account for 49% of schools, so must work in partnership
with other admission authorities (such as academies, foundation, and voluntary aided schools)
in order to fulfil our statutory duty.
All admission authorities are required to comply with the national school admissions code,
which is predicated on providing parental choice to promote competition as a driver to help
improve outcomes for children. Local authorities are judged nationally and locally on the
percentage of applicants able to secure places at their preferred schools, and the ability for
children to access local provision. In addition to providing parental choice, surplus places are
also required (particularly in the primary phase) to enable children moving into the area to
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secure a school place; however too much surplus can cause financial and operational
challenges for schools. There clearly needs to be a balance between these priorities.
Projecting the future demand for school places is extremely challenging, particularly for
primary phase provision, due to the limited time between a child being born and accessing a
school place. There are also a number of factors that need to be taken into consideration,
which will significantly impact on and influence the number of school places which will be
required in the system. Some of the main influences are detailed below. The majority of these
are volatile and can change significantly from year to year.
External influences

Educational influences

Covid

Parental preferences (catchment v non catchment choice)

Brexit

Ofsted ratings

Housing Market

Schools educational structures (infant v primary v all through)*

Economics- Recession

Admission responsibilities (academies v maintained)

Global issues- Syrian/Afghan
refugees/Hong Kong nationals

Grammar schools locally (importer v exporter of pupils)

Birth rates- nationally/locally

Neighbouring LAs activities- Central Beds move to 2 Tier and
Bucks Council border developments impact

* 8 of the 12 schools with YR vacancies of more than 40% at the end of the coordinated process were infant schools. This
potentially indicates that the infant / junior model currently may not be a popular choice for parents compared to ‘all through
provision’.

Despite these complexities, Milton Keynes Council has a strong track record of accurately
projecting the overall demand for places, including the demand arising from new housing
developments. Analysis of projections compared to the number of children applying for
primary school places in recent years shows our overall projections are accurate to within 5%
and to within 2% when considering admissions for the following year. Parental preference will
however impact demand seen by schools at a local level.
Achieving balance with changing demand
Previously, following the great recession in 2008/9 there was a significant rise in birth rates
within the established areas of Milton Keynes. This led to a need to increase the supply of
school places within these established areas from 2012, which was largely achieved by
expanding the number of places provided at existing schools. Since 2014/15, the birth rate
within established areas of Milton Keynes has been declining which has led to a significant
surplus of school places within these areas. The current vacancy position at YR is 651 places
(16% surplus), and projections indicate that the YR surplus will continue to be significantly high
(+16%) over the coming years with the reduction in birth rates continuing to impact the
primary sector. The overall population of Milton Keynes is expected to continue to grow
significantly, from ~270,00 today to at least 310,00 by 2031, in line with government growth
targets, but this growth is largely projected to occur within the planned new communities
across the borough.
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Addressing the changing demands for school places at this time requires significant
partnership working between schools and Milton Keynes Council. Our approach thus far has
been via the following measures:
1. Meeting the needs of growing new communities:
a) Needs analysis: Initial analysis at the time of the development proposal of the need for
new a new school / additional places dependent on the size / make up of the proposed
development and availability / accessibility of places at other local schools
b) Monitoring of need and timing of delivery: continued liaisons with developers / planning
colleagues regarding the proposed timing of new housing developments, along with any
changes occurring within the accessibility of places at other local schools, which may
impact the need or proposed timing of the additional school places
c) Identifying preferred providers: Whilst all new schools are required to be academies,
appointed by the Regional School’s Commissioner, Milton Keynes Council seeks to provide
local influence to the decision making process by running local competitions and providing
a recommendation. This serves to ensure the new provider will have a clear understanding
of the local needs, and a commitment to be sensitive and work in partnership with other
local schools.
d) Staged opening of new places: New schools are opened slowly, typically releasing limited
places initially in key stage 1, and grown in line with the projected growth of the new
communities. The need for additional places is reviewed annually and supported by
growth funding, to ensure (as much as possible) that places are not filled by children from
other communities and are kept available for children due to move into the new housing
developments.
2. Reducing the supply in established areas:
a) Projection sharing: Milton Keynes Council provides annual projection information to
schools to support them with future planning and allowing them to begin to develop
strategies to manage any future projected surpluses.
b) Highlighting opportunity: when projection information is shared with schools, Milton
Keynes Council highlights where appropriate the reduction opportunities available for
schools to consider
c) Improvement Partner engagement: Improvement Partners are copied into projection
data that is circulated to schools so they are fully informed and can use the information
to support with school visioning discussions
d) Analysis & direct service engagement: following the sharing of projection data/national
offer day analysis, the Sufficiency and Access Service makes direct contact with schools
to recommend reductions where appropriate and explore other opportunities that can
support the school (e.g. PAN caps)
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Opportunities available to schools
PAN Reductions
• Reduces the number of children the school will be required to admit to at the point of
entry only (i.e. YrR or Yr3)
• Admission authorities must follow a statutory process including consultation which must
be carried out c.1.5 years in advance – therefore impacts future admissions.
• Protects schools from being required to admit beyond an operationally viable number
during the normal co-ordinated admissions process (e.g. reducing to PAN of 30 removes
risk of having to admit 31 children if PAN was 60)
PAN Caps
• Limits the number of pupils that will be admitted to a any existing year group (in Year
admissions)
• Can be applied individually to particular year groups (doesn’t have to be across all)
• Can’t be implemented on a YR cohort until the coordinated admissions process for that
year’s admissions entry point is finished on 31 August and admissions move into the “in
year” process.
• They are flexible and can be promptly implemented or removed by the admission
authority at any time. MKC must be notified of this change, but ideally this should be done
in partnership with MKC supporting the decision-making process as this may impact ability
to deliver statutory duty.
• It is also important that schools remain flexible with regards to removing the cap and
taking on additional children at a time of significant increased pressure for places.
Federations / Mergers
• Opportunity for schools to deliver efficiency savings by formalising relationships with
other schools
• Particularly beneficial for school which already have strong links, such as local infant and
junior schools which serve the same communities.
• Requires formal statutory process
• Federation is a ‘lighter’ process which reflects the looser alignment between schools and
can be undone.
• Merger is a clear alignment to become one organisation and removes the need to apply
to transfer between the two schools (e.g infant - junior transition).
School closures
• This should only be considered as a last resort as it is likely to have a significant impact on
the local community and accessibility of local school places, including impact on home to
school transport.
• This is a permanent reduction in school places which must follow a statutory process
including consultation.
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Primary reduction- progress so far
Permanent PAN reductions
A number of schools have taken steps to reduce their PAN permanently, removing 357 places
so far at the point of entry to the school
Year PAN reduced for

School

2018

Howe Park

-30

Shenley Brook End

2019

Glastonbury Thorn

-30

Denbigh

Loughton Manor

-30

Denbigh

Knowles

-30

Sir Herbert Leon

Langland

-30

Milton Keynes Academy

Emberton

-12

Ousedale

Heelands

-30

Stantonbury

Holne Chase

-15

Lord Grey

New Chapter

-10

Milton Keynes Academy

The Willows

-15

Milton Keynes Academy

Germander Park

-15

Stantonbury

Kents Hill

-30

Walton High

Cold Harbour

-15

Lord Grey

New Chapter

-10

Milton Keynes Academy

Russell Street

-30

Radcliffe

Tickford Park

-10

Ousedale

Falconhurst

-15

Milton Keynes Academy

Total

- 357

2020

2021

2022

No. places reduced

Liaison group

PAN caps
Since the recent announcement by the Schools Adjudicator confirming the ability to
implement PAN Caps for in-year admissions, the Sufficiency and Access Service has worked
with 17 schools over the past 18 months to introduce PAN caps to support the current
reduction in demand. So far 1,155 places have been removed from the current year groups
within the primary phase (YrR-6). Below is a breakdown of the number of places removed
from each year group:
Year
Group
Places
Removed
‘in-year’

Reception

Yr1

Yr2

Yr3

Yr4

Yr5

Yr6

Total

100

145

145

250

190

180

105

1,115
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More needs to be done
Given the ongoing reduction in birth rates the primary surplus will continue to remain at a
significant level unless more schools reduce their YR PAN permanently and continue to
implement caps where appropriate. Without consideration of permanent PAN reduction
schools with a historic reduction in parental preference/projected surplus of places will
continue to have the uncertainty on pupil numbers. This potentially means that every year the
school will have to go through a PAN cap process which is not as conducive to long term
strategic planning and viability.
With that in mind it is important that we work together to consider and agree our key
principles for school place planning, and how we can work as a sector and within quadrants
to continue to reduce and manage the primary surplus.
Key principles for consideration
1. “Enough” places in the system but not “too much” - How much is “enough” and should
this be measured boroughwide or across particular geographical areas?
2. Should new development areas have new schools, and when is the right time to deliver
them? (local community/political pressures v system (school) pressures)
3. Are current educational models still popular or appropriate: infant/junior v primary v all
through models? Are there opportunities for different ways of working moving forwards?
4. Should schools with low catchment demand and low parental preference reduce PAN?
5. Should schools with high catchment demand but low parental preference reduce PAN, or
wait to CAP in-year? If PAN reduction, would it be appropriate for these schools to
subsequently admit over PAN on national offer day to accommodate a significant change
in parental preference to accommodate catchment children at any point in the future (e.g.
following changes in Ofsted judgements to that school or neighbouring schools)?
6. Should popular high performing schools which attract children from other catchment
areas reduce their PANs to only cater for catchment demand? – What would be the impact
on parents/families/Children Missing Education and Attendance/ outcomes for children,
and how could any negative impact be mitigated?
7. Is it appropriate for schools to vertically group classes, or should PAN reductions / PAN
caps be limited to multiples of 30?
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15 July
2021

Date of
Meeting

Stantonbury International
School Update Report

Child Poverty

Covid-19 Update

Item

•

•
To receive an update on the
Stantonbury International School

To scrutinise the impact of child poverty
on young children with disabilities
To scrutinise the impact of child poverty
on Young Carers

•

•

To receive an update on the impact of
Covid-19 on Children’s Services and
Education
Impact of Covid-19 on the performance of
Children’s Services (update on April-March
KPI’s)

•

Objective/Proposed Outcomes

Dr Jamie Clarke CEO Tove Learning Trust
• Marie Denny
Group Head of Service Education, Learning and Inclusion

•

• Head of SEND
• Mandy Fell
• Young Carers

• Director of Children’s Services

Action/Witness

Children & Young People Scrutiny Committee
2021/22 Draft Work Programme

•

•

•

Actual Outcome

ITEM 8
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9 Sept
2021

Date of
Meeting

Corporate Parenting Panel
Action Plan

Ensuring All Schools Are
Good or Better

Transitions to Adulthood
for Disabled Young People

Covid-19 & YOS Inspection
Update

Item
The Committee to receive a verbal update
on the impact of Covid-19 on Children’s
Services, followed by an update on the
outcome of the HMIP Inspection of the
Youth Offending Service (YOS) in Milton
Keynes

The Committee to receive a presentation
on arrangments in place for the transition
to adulthood for disabled young people.

The Committee to scrutinise a report from
the Group Head, Education, Learning and
Inclusion, detailing the Council’s strategy to
ensure that all schools are performing at a
level of good or better by 2024.

The Committee to receive an update on the
status of the Corporate Parenting Panel
Action Plan

•

•

•

•

Objective/Proposed Outcomes

•

Chair - Corporate Parenting
Panel

Marie Denny - Group Head of
Service - Education, Learning and
Inclusion

•

•

•

• M Heath - Director of Children’s
Services
• C Marriott, Head of Delivery: SEN
and Disability
• A Griffiths -Group Head: Adult
Services
•

•

• Director of Children’s Services

Action/Witness

Children & Young People Scrutiny Committee
2021/22 Draft Work Programme
Actual Outcome
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TBC

Item
To receive an update on the impact of Covid-19 on
Children’s Services and Education, along with updates on
other issues within Children’s Services as requested by the
Committee.
The Committee to receive an update on Educational
Attainment, considering issue such as possible
discrepancies in grades due to the pandemic
Impact of contracting pupil numbers in primary
Information about proposals for through schools

•
•

Edge of Care

MK Together Annual Report

YOT Inspection Report
•

•

•

The Committee to receive an update on the YOT
inspection
The Committee to consider the MK Together Annual
Report, with a focus on social care and safeguarding for
vulnerable children

Objective/Proposed Outcomes

To asses what impact the Child Poverty Report has had
and to question how we know we are making a difference

Impact
of
Child
Commission Report

Poverty •

Is the infrastructure that supports the school system fit for
purpose?

Support for school governors and •
staff

School Place Planning

Objective/Proposed Outcomes
•

Educational Attainment annual •
update

Covid-19 & Children’s Services
Update

Date of Item
Meeting

2022

Feb 10

2021

Dec 1

Date of
Meeting

Action/Witness

•

• Director of Children’s Services

Action/Witness

• TBC

•

• TBC

• Simon Sims - Head of Service, Education
Sufficiency and Access

• Strategic leads for School Improvement

• Director of Children’s Services

Children & Young People Scrutiny Committee
2021/22 Draft Work Programme

